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Introduction

For any n "one-dimensional" random variables 1,’", n with arbitrary
sets of values, there exists (see, for example, Halmos, 1, 37) an
"n-dimensional" random variable , such that the variables 1,"" ", n are its
projections. Such a variable may be formed, for instance, if it is assumed
that the projections 1,’" ", n are independent. However, it is not always
possible to construct a random variable with given consistent projections.
For example, if

1(1) P@:I 1 :2 1) P(: 0 : O) ,
(2) P(e 1 1) P(:I 0 a 0) 1

1(3) P(,-- 1 sa-- 0) P(2-- O$a-= 1)
then the probability P( 0 . 0 f a 0) cannot be assigned a
non-negative value, consistent with (1)(3).

Thus if we take three two-dimensional (in the usual sense) random varia-
bles (X1, Y1), (X., Z2) and (Ya, Za), for which the distribution functions of
X1 and X., Y1 and Ya, and Z and Za, respectively, coincide, then it may not
be possible to find a three-dimensional random variable (X, Y, Z), whose two-
dimensional projections have distributions which coincide with the distribu
tion functions of the two-dimensional random variables (X1, YI), (X2, Z2),
and (Ya, Za). Some necessary conditions for the existence of such a random
variable were pointed out by Bass [2]. Schell established a connection between
certain economic problems and the problem of finding a three-dimensional
random variable with given consistent two-dimensional projections.

It will be shown that the existence of a random variable with given higher-
dimensional projections is closely connected with the combinatorial properties
of the "complex of coordinates" of these projections, the skeletons of which
are sets of coordinates, belonging to the various projections. Thus, in the exam-
ple given above, the complex is the boundary of a triangle. The "cyclicity" of
this complex is, in the last analysis, the reason why there sometimes does not
exist a random variable with given two-dimensional consistent projections.

In application to the theory of games the foregoing means that a combina-
tion of the players into groups can be found, so that the mixed coordinated
actions of these groups cannot determine any mixed manner of action for all
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148 N. N. Vorob’ev

the players of the game which is consistent with the actions of these groups.
These types of questions, developed in line with the requirements of the theory
of coalition games, can find future applications also in the theory of informatior
and the theory of random algorithms.

The present paper establishes necessary and sufficient conditions which
must be imposed on the complex of coordinates in order that random variables
with any prescribed pairwise consistent projections exist. This fact was com-
municated by the author without proof in the note [4.

1. Regular Skeleton Complexes

1.1. In what follows a complex will mean a finite unrestricted skeleton
complex, in the combinatorial-topological sense of this term (see, for example,

The set of all vertices of the complex we shall sometimes denote by I1.
If is some set of skeletons of (not necessarily unrestricted), then by [l
we shall understand the set of all vertices of which belong to at least one
skeleton of .

1.2. We shall encounter some complexes particularly often, so that it is
convenient to assign them special notations.

The complex consisting of all subsets of some set of n elements (an (--1)-
dimensional abstract closed simplex) will be denoted by I. The complex
consisting of all subsets of some concrete set R will be denoted by Iu.

The complex consisting of all proper subsets of a set of n elements (the
boundary of the (n--1)-dimensional closed simplex) we shall denote by G.
The complex consisting of skeletons of the form {a, a.}, {a2, aa},..., {a_, a},
{a, a} and the corresponding vertices (the one-dimensional cycle of n-links),
we denote by Z.

1.3. A skeleton T of a complex will be called a maa:imal skeleton, if it
is not a proper face of some other skeleton of .

The number of maximal skeletons of the complex is called its length,
and denoted by (S}). It is clear that for () 1, it is necessary and sufficient
that I.

1.4. Let T1 and T, be two different maximal skeletons of . We shall
say that T1 yields a maximal intersection with T. if the intersection T1 T.
is not a proper face of the intersection T T for some skeleton Ta e .

A maximal skeleton T e is called eatreme in , if all maximal intersec-
tions of T with skeletons of are equal.

We stipulate that the empty complex does not have any extreme skeletons.
If T is an extreme skeleton of the complex , then there is a vertex a e T

which does not belong to any maximal skeleton of , different from T (such
vertices of an extreme skeleton will be called its proper vertices). Indeed, let R
be the maximal intersection of T with skeletons of . T--R =# A, since other-
wise the skeleton T would not be maximal. It is clear that any vertex of T--R
is a proper vertex of T.
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The set of all proper vertices of an extreme skeleton T of the complex
we denote by T.

1.41. Let T be an extreme skeleton in the complex S}. Consider the sub-
complex of , consisting of all skeletons of which do not intersect T.
This subcomplex we call the normal subcomplea of 9, corresponding to the
ectreme skeleton T.

A subcomplex of the complex is called a normal subcomplea, if it is the
normal subcomplex, corresponding to some extreme skeleton of

Any sequence of subcomplexes of the complex 9:

() --0"",in which for any 1, ., r--1, the complex+ is a normal subcomplex of
the complex , and the complex r does not have any extreme skeletons (and
therefore also no normal subcomplexes) we call a normal series of the complex. The number r is called the length of the normal series of the complex

It is not difficult to show (in a manner similar to the proof of the Jordan-
H61der theorem; see, for example, [6]) that, for any complex, all of its normal
series have the same length.

1.5. The complex is called regular, if it possesses a normal series in which
the last term is empty.

The class of all regular complexes will be denoted by
It is not difficult to see that for any regular complex the length of its nor-

mal series is equal to (). This property is characteristic of regular complexes,
as can be shown without difficulty; the length of the normal series of any non-
regular complex will be strictly less than ().

We note that the complex I is regular for any n, and Gn and Zn are not
regular for n 3.

We note further that the regularity of a complex is not a topological
invariant and cannot be, in general, expressed in terms of its homological
properties, since, for example, a triangulation of a regular complex may or
may not be regular. Thus if a two-dimensional simplex is triangulated by
joining any interior point with all vertices, a non-regular complex is clearly
obtained.

1.51. Let us establish some properties of regular complexes.
Lemma. Any regular complec /or which :() >= 2 has at least two

ectreme skeletons.
The proof is carried out by induction on (). If () , then, clearly,

each of the maximal skeletons of is extreme, and the assertion is proved.
We assume that the lemma holds for all complexes with n maximal

skeletons, and that ()=
Let T be some extreme skeleton of , T* an arbitrary fixed maximal

skeleton of , having a maximal intersection with T, and the normal sub-
complex of S}, corresponding to the extreme skeleton T.

Let T1 be any extreme skeleton of , which is not extreme in . This means
that in there are two different maximal skeletons T’ and T", which have
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different maximal intersections with T. Of these skeletons only one may belong
to (otherwise the skeleton T would not be extreme in ). The other skeleton
must therefore be equal to T (for convenience we take T" T). But T (’] T.
T T* by the maximality of the latter intersection with T, and therefore

(5) T T1 C T* (’] T,
and in view of the maximality of the intersection T [’] T T" T1 in T

(6) T(’] T1 T* T1.

From relations (5) and (6) we obtain that T T1-- T* T1.

If now T* @ T,, then since the intersection T T1 is maximal in T,
the intersection T* T is also maximal in T, so that T has different maximal
intersections with skeletons of the complex (namely, with the skeletons T’ and
T*). This, however, cannot occur, since the skeleton T is extreme in the com-
plex . Consequently T*--Tx. Since this equality holds for any extreme
skeleton T1 of the complex , which is not extreme in , the equality of all such
complexes follows.

Thus, in the transition from the complex to the complex precisely one
extreme skeleton is lost (namely T) and at most one (perhaps T1) is gained.
Therefore the transition from to does not increase the number of extreme
skeletons, so if there are not less than two in , there must be at least two in .

The lemma is proved.

1.52. Lemma. Let be a cone over with vertex a. Then the complees
and are either both regular or both irregular.

The proof follows immediately from the fact that every skeleton T
corresponds to the skeleton T w a , and under this correspondence maximal
skeletons correspond to maximal ones, and the intersection of skeletons to
their intersections.

1.53. Lemma. I/the complex is regular, and a Il, then the complex
---Oa is also regular.

Poov. Let 0 D 1 D D , A be a normal series of , where T
is the extreme skeleton of ,, i 0, ., n-- 1, which corresponds to the normal
subcomplex R+. We note first of all the obvious fact that

i=0

and we fix here an io, for which

(7) a r,oTio.
Let i "---iO 6t. Let, for the time being,

(8) i i0.
Denote by T a skeleton of+, with which the extreme skeleton Ti has maximal
intersection.
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If now a Ti, then a/ortiori a T, T, and in addition T e i. Therefore
the intersection Ti (T--a) contains all intersections of T with the remaining
skeletons of ,, so that the skeleton T is extreme in the complex i. It is clear
that the normal subcomplex of i, corresponding to T,, is

If, on the other hand, a e T,, then, in view of (7) and (8), a e T T,.
This means that T--a . All intersections of T,--a with skeletons of , are
contained in the intersection (T,--a) (T--a), and the skeleton T,--a is
extreme in the complex ,. It is furthermore clear that

,+ ,+1-o ,-( U O,b U o)

(,-o)- U O,b ,-- O,b.

We now turn to the case i i0. Here it is easy to see that T--a is an ex-

treme skeleton of *o’ and 0+ o+ and is a normal subcomplex of *0’
with the exception of the case when the set ,oTo consists of the single element
a. Then o+ 0"

Thus the sequence 0 D... D A is a normal series of , if

,oT,o a. In the opposite case, this sequence is turned into a normal series,
if the term *o is dropped from it. The complex is thus shown to be regular.

1.531. Corollary. I/the complez is regular, and A C Il, then the complez-- eAOg iS also regular.
This follows from the preceding, and from the obvious fact that

k--1

() U oa U o.,a,+l,
aeA i=0

where {al,...,a}=A,0=, and +l=--0,a+, i=O,...,k--1.

1.54. Sometimes the lemma just proved admits a converse.

Lemma. Let a [l, lOal be a skeleton o/, and the complez --Oa
be regular. Then the complez is also regular.

PROOF. We form a normal series of the complex "0’"= a.
Let , be the last of the subcompiexes occurring in this series which con-

tains the skeleton T--a. Let

= , e>i.

It is clear that if e @ i, then the complex + is a normal subcomplex of
the complex . This will also take place in the case e i, if the skeleton
is maximal in (because then it must be extreme in so that the skeleton T
will be extreme in ). It T--a is not maximal in , i.e. is a tace of some (nec-
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essarily extreme!) skeleton T*, then the skeleton T will be extreme in i,
and i will be a normal subcomplex of i.

In the first of these cases a normal series of the complex will be the se-
quence 0 D )1 D D r, and in the second, the sequence 0 D 1 D D i

2. An Abstract Characterization of the Class of all Regular Complexes

2.1. In the future we shall have to deal not only with individual regular
complexes, but also with the entire class of these complexes, and therefore it is
necessary to give an abstract characterization of this class. It is not difficult
to show that the class }R of all regular complexes can be so characterized.

Let ; be the class of complexes satisfying the following conditions:

1. Ig contains all complexes of the form I, u >__ 1.
2. If e , T e ,, R I] A, then U ITo R e .
3. E is the smallest class of complexes which satisfies conditions 1 and 2.
Then
The characterization just given of the class , for all its combinatorial

naturality, suffers from the defect that condition 3 is not sufficiently construc-
tive. Therefore for our purposes it will be necessary to supplement this charac-
terization with another, which is at first glance somewhat artificial.

2.2. Theorem. Let be the class o/ complexes satis/ying the /ollowing
properties"

(10)

1
2 I] e and ae[[, then

--Oa e %.

3 I/ a e [[, --Oa e , and

(11)
then .

4 For n >= 3, Gn6.
5 For n >_3, Zn6’.
Then

IOa[ e ,

The proof of this theorem will be carried out by contradiction. Suppose
that }It --/= 3;. By condition 1 this means that there exist complexes in --.
Let be minimal among these (i.e. such that any subcomplex of either
belongs to 9 or does not belong to ;).

We consider first the case when the complex possesses a vertex a, such
that

(12) IOal- 11.
This means that, for any vertex b e [[
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If here T (_J a e for every T Oa, then is a cone over --Oa with
vertex a. But by the assumption of minimality for , either

(14)
or --0, a 6 . In the first of these cases, by Lemma 1.52, e . In the second
case, by condition 2, 6 ;. The desired contradiction has been found.

Let there now exist skeletons T Oa, such that

(15) TUa6.
These skeletons have not less than two vertices, since otherwise (13) would.
contradict (15). Let k be the smallest number of vertices of a skeleton of this
type (k >= 2) and let T have precisely k vertices. For every proper face T’ of T
(since T’ has less than k vertices) T’ (J a e . Since, in addition, T e , con-
tains all proper faces of the skeleton T U a, and does not contain this skeleton
itself. Deleting from the stars of all of its vertices which are not in T [_J a,
we obtain Gk+l, k :> 2. But Gk+1 by 4. Therefore on the basis of 2 and
formula (9) 6 3;. The case (12) thus is solved.

Thus we may henceforth assume that for any vertex a of the complex
ll-IOal A. We may further assume that for any vertex a e

(6) Ioal ,
since otherwise (11) would be fulfilled, and by 2 and 3 the complex belongs
to ; if and only if the complex --0a belongs to %. In the first of these cases
by the minimality of , (14) would have to be fulfilled, and therefore by Lemma
1.54, e 9t. In the second case, however, 6 3;.

We shall therefore assume that (16) holds for any vertex a. Let
By (16), 0al differs from complexes of the form In and therefore contains.
more than one maximal skeleton. Further, R I[-10all :/= A. Therefore

(17)

By 2 it follows from e ; that [_O,al] e and, by the minimality of
from (17) it follows that [Oal] e .

From what has been proved it follows that the complex [0 all has extreme
skeletons. Let T1 be one of these and a. its proper vertex in the complex
[Oal]. In view of the fact that a is a vertex of every maximal skeleton of
[Oal] (and there are more than one of these in the case under consideration),
a cannot be a proper vertex of T1, and therefore, in particular, a2 =/= a.

Consider the star 0a.. Since [Oa,] =/= , this complex, like the complex
[Oal], is regular. Since (16) remains valid for it, by the lemma of 1.51, this
complex has at least two extreme skeletons. Let T be an extreme skeleton of
[0 a2], different from T1 Let aa be a proper vertex of T. in V_Oa,]. As before,
we see that aa--/= ae. Further, T1, T. e [Oa]. Therefore, if aa--al, then
aa e T1, so that the vertex aa would not be a proper vertex of T. in

/kS is obvious, [O,a] denotes Oa U Ba, i.e. the closed star of the vertex a in .
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The set {t/l, a2, 53} is not a skeleton of . Indeed, if it were, then {al, a2, as}
e Osa. But a is a proper vertex of T1 in Os a. Since it is also a vertex of any
skeleton of Oa., such a skeleton, in the present case {a, a,, a}, must be a
face of T. But then the vertex as must be a vertex of T, and we have already
seen that it is not.

Considering the closure of the star Osas, we find in it an extreme skeleton
Ts, different from T,, and choose in it a proper vertex a. Analogous to the
above, we see that a a,, a as, and the set {a, as, a} is not a skeleton
of }. Continuing this process, we obtain a sequence

(18) a, a, a,
of vertices of , which we now consider.

The pairs {a, a}, {a, an}, of vertices of the above sequence are skele-
tons of . It is clear that there exist (for example, by the finiteness of the set
of vertices of the complex ) r and s such that

(]9) {r, 6r+l}, {r+l, at+2),"" ", (as-l, as}, {s, at} "
We take the shortest sequence of two-element skeletons of this type. Let the
sequence (19) be one of these. Then it is clear that if r i, i g s, then (ai,a}e
only in the case when ]i--il 1, or li--]] s--r.

By the construction of the sequence (18), s--r 3. Let * be the sub-
complex of , consisting of the skeletons (19) and their vertices. It is clear that

* has the form

U A
aell-A

and also * Zs_, s--r 3.
y 5, * , so that by 2 and (20), we must have also .
The theorem is proved.

3. Generalized Measurable Spaces and Consistent Families of Measures

3.1. A set S, considered along with some system 5" of C-algebras of its
.subsets, will be called a generalized measurable space and will be denoted by
<s,

Let S, 1> and <S, (R),.> be two measurable spaces, and # and #, be
measures corresponding to them. These measures will be called consistent, if
ffl(A)--ff(A) for any A e 1 f 9.

Let (S, 2) be a generalized measurable space; moreover, set to each -algebra (R) E of subsets of S a measure # in correspondence.
The generalized measurable space (S, 2), considered along with the family

of measures #, consisting of all measures , (R) e r, will be called a generalized
space with measures. A generalized space with measures will be denoted by the
triplet (S, E, #).

The family of measures fix will be called a consistent family of measures on
(S, ), if the measures occurring in it are pairwise consistent.

It is clear that in the particular case when 22 consists of a single -algebra, the generalized measurable space turns out to be the usual measurable space.
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In this case the family of measures # consists of one measure, so that the
generalized space with measures (S, Z’, #) is just the usual space with measure,
and the family # itself is trivially consistent.

3.11. Let (S, E) be a generalized measurable space, let # and # be two
families of measures on it, and let 1 and ,. be arbitrary real numbers. For
every (R)E and A(R) we set

e,

It is clear that if the numbers e’ and " are non-negative, the functions
’ff+e’ ff are measures on (S, (R)), so that we may speak of the family of
measures e’ffx+e’ # on the generalized measurable space (S, N).

If here the families of measures # and ff are consistent, then the family
+.’#x # is also consistent.

3.2. Let [E be the smallest a-algebra of subsets of S which contains
Ux(R). The measures # on the measurable space (S, [N) is called an extension
of the family of measures #x on the generalized measurable space (S,
if it is consistent with every measure of #x. If such a measure exists, then the
family of measures is called extendable.

In the same way the generalized space with measures (S, E, #x) will be
called extendable, if there exists a space with measure (S, [Z’, #), so that the
measure # is an extension of the family #x. In this case (S, [E, #) is also called
an extension of (S, E,

The question of the extendability of consistent families of measures on
.generalized measurable spaces is extremely complex. On one hand, examples
.of non-extendable consistent families can be found even among the simplest
structures of this kind. One such example was indicated in the introduction.
’On the other hand, there exist rather wide classes of spaces with measures,
for which such extensions are possible. We turn to one of those.

3.3. Let M be some set. To each rn eM we set in correspondence
a measurable space (S, (R)0) and consider for some K C M the Cartesian
product SK 1-IKS.

Let be the set of all measurable rectangular K-cylinders in SM, i.e.
the family of all subsets having the form

II A x SM_, A (R)o.
mK

By K we shall understand the smallest a-algebra of subsets of SM which
contains !13.

Thus to the subsets K C M are associated the measurable spaces (SM, K).

3.31. It is clear that from K1 C K. follows 1 C ,., and thus @1 C @..
This means that for the consistency of the measures #K, and ffK on the

measurable spaces (SM, K) and (SM, K), it suffices to establish that

#K (A) ff/,. (A) for any A e K.
3.32. Let be an arbitrary family of subsets of M. The generalized meas-

urable space, consisting of the set SM and the a-algebras of the form (R)K,
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K , on it, formed according to the preceding paragraph, we denote by

3.33. Let M be a finite set, and a complex of its subsets, where I] M
and is a consistent family of measures on the generalized measurable space

It is clear that for the measure # on (SM, (R)M) to be an extension of the.
family, it suffices that this measure be consistent with every measure of the
form #T, where T is a maximal skeleton of the complex .
4. The Regularity of Complexes and the Extendability of Consistent

Families of Measures

4.1. Let again M be a finite set, and some complex of its subsets, and
let (SM, , #) be a generalized measurable space with consistent measures.
In the future the set SM will always be assumed finite. Moreover, without loss,
of generality, we can assume that every a-algebra (R)0, a [[, consists of all
subsets of Sa.

Set x* xK SM_K for each K C M, and xn Sn. It is clear that the sets,
are minimal subsets of the a-algebra (R). If x SM, then xn is the projection

of on SK.
4.2. The question of the extendability of a consistent family of measures

on the generalized measurable space (SM, ,) is closely related to the regu-
larity of the complex . Indeed, we have the following theorem.

Theorem. Let be some complex o/subsets o/the set M. In order that anf
consistent /amily o/ measures / on any (/inite) generalized measurable space
SM, } be extendable, it is necessary and su//icient that the complex be
regular.

PROOF. Let be the class of all those complexes , for which any consistent
family of measures # on any space (SM, .) is extendable. We shall show that
this class satisfies the conditions 1--5 of Theorem 2.2.

1. Let . The proof that is carried out by induction on K().
If () 1, then I,, Il , and the family already contains its

extension
Assume that we have already shown that the class contains all

regular complexes for which K() _< n. Consider a regular complex with

() n+ 1. Let T be one of its extreme skeletons, and let be the normal
subcomplex of , corresponding to T. It is clear that R and () -----n.
Therefore .

We construct the measure #lI on SM in the following way. Denote I] T
by V and set for any x SI for which #v(X) 0

Ix)

and when/,v(Z) O, set/,ll(w) O. For any X C Sl we shall set
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xfftl(x). It is clear that frill is a measure on SII. We shall show that
it is consistent with the measures fit and

Indeed, let X e ll" It is clear that then X A BST_v, where
A C SII_v and B C Sv. Therefore, by (21),

aA, bB aA, bB’ ffV(b*)
.ST-V x,ST-V

where B’ is the set of all b e B such that (b*) @ O. Further

ff((axb)*) Z ffll((bxx) *) ff((axb).)ffll(b.,, ff(b*) A,, fir(b*)
ut frill(b*)= ffv(b*), in view of the assumed consistency of the measures

frill and ffv, and since b B’, we obtain from (22)
(z) fft,) X ff((axb)*).

aA, OB

Finally, from the consistency of the measures fly and ff it follows that when
fly (b*) 0

ff( ( x b)*) d ff (b*) O.

Therefore (23) can be written as

fit,t() X ff(( x b)*)
bB

.and, in view of paragraph 3.31. the consistency of the measures frill and
is proved.

In an analogous manner we prove the consistency of the measures
,and frill, and, in considering the complex I11 U I, we now need only refer
to the assertions of 3.33.

2. Let , a , --Oa, and ff be an arbitrary consistent
family of measures on the generalized measurable space SI ). We shall
show that the family ff is extendable.

Consider the measurable space {S, o), in which the set S consists only
of the single element , and set, for any T 6 ,
() u {x xs}s, #u(X x s) #(x x s) .ff(x).

Setting {@}, 2, and {#} #,, we obtain a generalized space
with measures (SII ,.

The family of measures #. is clearly consistent and therefore (since
) is extendable. Let #11 be one of its extensions. We form the measure

frill by setting frill (X) #t1 (X x S) for any T and X . In this case,
since the measures #11 and # are consistent and because of

which means that the measure frill is consistent with each o the measures
ff, i.e., the family ff is extendable.
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3. Let a e [], IOal e , -Oa and #. be a consistent family
of measures on (SII, Z). Let further T e and X e . Then X 2 x S,
where 2 e 11" Set {2" 2xS e} and for any 2

x
In the end we obtain a family of measures /2s} {/2T}T on the generalized
measurable space (SI.I, {@T}T,). This family is consistent and (since e 3;)
extendable. Let/21 be its extension.

We form for any L C I1 the algebra of subsets @r, generated by the rec-

tangular subsets r C SII, and we set fir(X)= tll(X) for any X e (R)r-
Finally, we take/,r(X Sa) #r(X).

The measures /*r are defined on the algebras of subsets (R)r, and it is
clear that they are consistent. Along with the measures /T, T e --, they
form a consistent family of measures /, on the generalized measurable space
<SI.I, Z’>, where denotes the complex consisting of all subsets of 1] and all
subsets of 10. 1. The compXex is clearly regular (() 2), so that by point 1
of the proof of the theorem the family of measures/ is extendable, which is
what was to be proved.

4 Let Gn, n > 3. We shall show that 3;. Let a1, ..., a be the
vertices of the complex . If a is some vertex of , then i will denote the
complex --0ai.

We form, in correspondence with each vertex ai of the complex ), the
measurable space (Si, 0(R)i), where the set Si consists of two elements, i and fli,
and (R)0 of all subsets of Si, and we consider the generalized measurable space

Let be an n-termed sequence of zeros and ones"

(25) (1, ", gen)"
Set

(26) (i) (1,"" ", i--1, i+1,"" ", :n)"
The sequences of the form , and also of the form if(i) for any fixed i,

will be assumed to be ordered lexicographically. For i < " the sequence (i)
will be assumed to precede any sequence ().

Each element eSis has the form )’ix"" yn, where Yi ei, fli.
To this element we set a sequence (y) of the form (25) in correspondence,
where i 0 or 1, depending on whether )’i ei or }’i i.

Analogously each element }, eSis,i has the form yl"" Yi-Ii+, where y e, fie, ’ =A i. To such an element y we let correspond
the sequence (i)(},) of the form (26), where ji)(y) 0 or 1, if y or fie,
respectively.

The order of the elements of Sis and also of the elements of the sets SI,I
will be taken corresponding to the order of the sequences of the form (25) and
(26) which correspond to them.

We put in correspondence with each measure/lsl on Sis the point in the
2-dimensional vector space E, the coordinates of which are the numbers
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#t1(), ’ e SiaI, written in the order which we have given to the elements of
the set SII, It is clear that then the unit basis vectors of the space E will
correspond to degenerate measures on SI and the set of all points which
correspond to measures on SI,I will be the (2n- 1)-dimensional simplex span--
ned by these basis vectors.

Further, to every consistent family of measures t on SI X> we
let correspond the point in the n2n-l-dimensional vector space E’, the coordi-
nates of which are the numbers

(27) #I,,1 ()/), i I,..., n; , ’i)X Si, )](i) e Sl.@i
written in the order prescribed for the elements of the sets Slil. The set of
all points of E obtained in this way will be denoted by R.

It is clear that among the points of R will be all those which correspond to,
extendable families of measures. We denote the set of these by R*. But a
family of measures # is extendable if and only if all measures of /.. are
induced by some measure #lal" Moreover,

for any i 1,..., n and , e Slil.
Formulas (28) determine a linear mapping of the space E into the space.

E’. Let A be the matrix of this mapping. It is easily seen that under our ordering
of the basis vectors ot E the matrix A has the form

110000000...
O01100000...
000011000...

101000000’’’
010100000’’’
000010100’’’
000001010.."
000000001’’’

100010000.."
010001000.’’
O01000100.’’
000100010.."
000000001’’’

It is easily seen that the rank of this matrix is 2n- 1. The unique linear
relation among its columns is

eE eO

where E(O) denotes the set of those numbers among 0, 1,..., 2"--1 whose.
binary representation has an even (respectively, and odd) number of ones,
and A . denotes, as usual, the ]’-th column of the matrix A. We emphasize that
the extreme left column ol the matrix A is the zeroth column.
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We note two obvious but important properties of this matrix.
First, of the two non-zero elements of each row of the matrix, one lies in a

column with a number from E, and the other in a column with a number from
O. Second, the ones in the first column lie in the first row, and also in those
rows whose numbers have the form k2n-l+2, k 1, ., n--1. The second one
of each of these rows lies in the zeroth column, or the column with number
2-+-1, respectively.

The columns of A are the images of the basis vectors of E after their
transformation by the matrix A. Consequently, the set R*, being the image of
the (2n--1)-dimensional simplex spanned by these basis vectors, is some
(2n--2)-dimensional convex polyhedron.

We shall show that R* has at least one boundary (in the relative sense)
point, all the coordinates of which are positive.

Let

(30) 0 -< , < 2’

be arbitrary numbers for which

,(31) ,’N[-(2n--1--) l.

Let E* be the set E, with the number 0 and all numbers o the form
1-2, k 1,..., n--l, deleted, and form the vector

(32) V(g) (l+g) ’ A.0+ A.l+2 + A. --A. 1
k=l E*

depending on the parameter .
By (31), the vector

( ._1 )v(0) x’ A.0+ X 2 A.,

is a linear convex combination of the columns of the matrix A, i.e. the vertices
of R*, and therefore V(0) e R*. All components of V(0) are clearly positive.
If V(0) belongs to the boundary of R*, then the sought for point is found.

Let now V (0) be a (relatively) interior point of R*. We consider the vector
VX’/(1--2’). Its first component, and also each of its components with
numbers k2-+2, k 1,..., n--1, are equal to zero by virtue of the second
of the above remarks on properties of the matrix A:

The remaining components of this vector are positive, by the first property
of A. Therefore each of the components of any vector V (), 0 _<_ e < 2’/(1--2’),
are positive.

We shall show that V//(1--’) 6 R*. The convex set R* is a polyhedron,
i.e. has a finite number of extreme points. Therefore (see, for example 7) R*
is the convex hull of its vertices. Consequently, if V2’/(1--2’) e R*, then we
could find non-negative Po, Pl,’", P.n--1, such that
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Pk-- 1 and V pkA
=0 1 --.’ =0 ""

But then we would, by (32), have

(33) 1+
2n--1
,pA..
k--O

Since, however, there is no relation between the columns of the matrix A,
except (29), relation (33) must be identical to (29), i.e., after bringing all
terms to one side all the coefficients of A. , k e E, must be equal to one another,
and the coefficients of A., k e O, must differ from them only by sign. But these
coefficients equal

(34) 1--i’
p for A. if k 0 or 1-2t, 1, n-- 1

(35) 1--).’ tO1 for A. 1,

(36) 1+ 12’ --P for A. if k eE*,

(37) --pk for A. if k eO.

Comparing (34) and (35), we see that p+pl O, k-- O, 1+2t, t-- 1,...,
n--1, and since these terms are non-negative, p p 0. Therefore from (36)
it follows that

1+ i--’ -- 1--’ 1+ 1--" ’’
which contradicts (30), since p => 0. Consequently V[’/(1--’) R*.

On the basis of known properties of convex sets /see, for example, [7), on
the segment joining the interior point V(0) of the set R* with the point
V[’/(1--’) exterior to the set, there is one boundary point of the set. All of
its coordinates obviously are positive so that this point can be taken for the
sought for one.

We take the point which we have constructed (which we denote by V)
and some (relative) interior point of R* which we denote by U.

Let V* e A-V and U* e A-U be some pre-images of these points in the
space E which belong to the simplex spanned by the unit basis vectors of this
space, and #ll and #lt be the measures corresponding to these points on

Sl,,_.(R)l,}. In correspondence with (27) we form the families of measures
v u
# and #. It is clear that these families are consistent.

2 We note that the contradiction in the system /30), (34)- (37) occurs only if a relation of
type (36) is introduced. The system consisting of relations (30), [34), (35) ,and /37) is non-
contradictory. Consequently, if n is such that the set E* is empty, then this system can be solved.
But the smallest number in E* is 6. This means that if 2 < 6 (i.e. n 2) the proof which we have
given does not work. In the final analysis this is why we are fortunate enough to be able to con-
struct for any pair of random variables (independently of their domains of definition) their joint
distribution, for example, the one for which our random variables are independent.
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We now form the family of measures

(by the positivity of the coordinates of U and V, for sufficiently small s :> 0,
will be a family of measures). By paragraph 1.22 the family # will be

consistent. But it cannot be extended, since, by well known properties of
convex sets, (I+e)V--eU R*.

5. The proof that Z 6 for n >__ 3 is carried out without difficulty by
constructing an example, which differs from that given in the introduction
only in that n--2 copies must be taken of one of the random variables (say

Thus the class of complexes satisfies properties 1--5, of Theorem 3.2
and therefore coincides with the class of all regular complexes.
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CONSISTENT FAMILIES OF MEASURES AND THEIR EXTENSIONS

N. N. VOROB’EV (LENINGRAD)

(Summary)

Let " be a family of Borel fields of subsets of a set S and/, probabilistic measures on

measurable spaces (, S), where ’. The family of measures/,, ’, is denoted by
The measures #(R)1 and /z. are said to be consistent if/,(R)I(A /,. (A) for any A 1 ( ."

If any pair of measures of the family/2: is consistent, the family itself is referred to as consistent.
The consistent family/,2: is said to be extendable if there is measure/*[2:] on the measurable

space ([’], S) consistent with each measure of/*2: ([] is the smallest Borel field containing all

For the purposes of the theory of games the following special case of extendability is impor-
tant. Let be a finite complete complex and M the set of its vertices. Let a finite set S correspond
to each vertex a of and the set SA IIaAS to each subset A M. Let

K {XK XK YK X SM_K, YK a SK}, K ;
/K is a measure on (K’ SM) and #a is the family of all such measures. The extendability of the

family/. is closely related with the combinatorial properties of the complex .
Any maximal face of the complex is said to be an extreme face if it has proper vertices

(i.e. such vertices which do not belong to any other maximal face of ). If T is an extreme face of
the complex * obtained by removing from all proper vertices of T with their stars is said to be
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a normal subcomplex of . A complex is said to be regular if there is a sequence

N0 D 1 n
of subcomplexes of where i is a normal subcomplex of i-1, 1, ., n, and the last member
vanishes.

The main results of the paper consists in the following statement.
Theorem. The regularity o] the complex is a necessary and su]]icient condition o] extenda-

bility o] any consistent ]amily o] l o] measures.

Cd I have used the topological terminology of the translation of Alexandrov’s Combinatorial
Topology, since the Russian edition of this text is the basic topological reference in this paper.


